
trisha_29: leans back against the bar...gripping the edge with my hands...leaning back a 

bit more and pushing up...long legs kicking up and sliding my ass up onto the top of the 

bar....lifting my legs a bit higher and spinning ....hopping down behind the 

bar....hmmmmmm.....deciding what i want to drink 

greygriffin20: *coughs* oh dear 

touchdown366: maybe some rum 

Bee_passionately_blue: she has such elegant and sensual lines when she elongates like 

that - makes you swoon.  

planenuts: *shuts my mouth by pushing up on my jaw 

trisha_29: looks up....pushing up on my tip toes...reaching...fingers wiggling...the edge of 

the little skirt riding up over my tan thighs...barely covering the curves of my 

ass....grabbing at all glass from the top shelf and lowering down slowly....tugging my 

skirt back down into place with the other hand 

touchdown366: watches as she decides on a frink 

touchdown366: drink 

planenuts: suddenly needs some water as my mouth has gone dry 

greygriffin20: hehe woohoo 

touchdown366: may i recomend something on the top shelf trisha 

trisha_29: spinning to face the back rail of alcohol....wiggling my ass a little with the 

music as i tap my finger against my bottom lip....grinning and grabbing the bottle of 

kinky....spinning back around....running the glass through the ice bit and pouring the 

alcohol into the glass....stopping about 1/2 way up 

Bee_passionately_blue: Thinks she decided to be the entertainment and tease us in 

luscious ways that inspire us to imagine her as a fantasy  

planenuts: I think I've had too many math classes. I saw that famous ass and all I could do is 

calculate the area under the curve 

greygriffin20: could be hehe 

touchdown366: watches as she does thinking im thristy lol 

trisha_29: spinning again....ass wiggling in the skirt...the stretchy fabric stretching over 

the cheeks of my ass...clinging to every curve.....placing the bottle of kinky back in its 

place....shifting and pulling open the cooler door...bending way over as i reach way to the 

back reaching the jug of oj....singing along as i finish making my drink 

planenuts: becoming hypnotized by the movements 

touchdown366: havent seen her move like that in awhile she must be tristy 

planenuts: it's the st 

trisha_29: topping the glass with some oj.....sliding it back into the cooler....leaning to 

the side as i reach for a straw...plopping it into the glass...giving it a quick mix.....raising 

the glass to my lips...catching the straw with my tongue as i draw it between my slightly 

parted lips...taking a long slow sip...shivering as it goes down.....mmmmmm 

perfect....licking my lips and winking 

planenuts: the stuff of legend 

planenuts: oh the lip lick 



Bee_passionately_blue: tilting my head and appreciating the way the lips parted and 

then closed over the glass - and the sentiments and suggestions that flowed from the 

tease  

trisha_29: holding my glass in my hand....dancing my way back around the bar....setting 

the drink down and climbing up to sit on a stool...crossing one long bare leg over the 

other....giving the edge of the little skirt a tug down....toe tapping in the air to the music 

planenuts: would like to buy a drink but getting to my bills in the bottom of my pocket is so 

obstructed right now 

trisha_29: reaches up...tugging the clip from my hair...my head rolling back as i shake out 

the long various shades of purple hair....arching my back...breasts thrusting 

forward...threatening to spill out from the little tank top thats barely holding them 

in.....grinning and taking another sip of my drink as i relax back into the seat 
 


